[Components of the metabolic syndrome in patients with arterial hypertension].
Analyzed in the paper is an association between known properties of a fully manifest metabolic syndrome (MS) and variants of combinations of arterial hypertension (AH) with hyperlipidemia (HLP) only or with only disturbed tolerance to glucose (DGT) or DGT + HLP. A total of 100 patients who ranged from 35 to 70 years old were examined, in whom AH had been detected 4 to 10 years prior their enrollment in the study. In terms of criteria for putting MS components into groups, the greatest number of patients displayed AH concurrent with DGT and HLP (37.1%), fully manifest MS was in 20 percent of patients. Isolated AH was recordable in only 8.1 percent of patients. Both fully developed MS and its components (AH, HLP, DGT) have been shown to affect the accelerated rate of development of atherosclerosis-related cardiovascular diseases.